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sami.saydam@gmail.com
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OBJECTIVE:
I hold experience in (Forex business, MENA, US stocks) since 1994. I am teaching & coaching my
own best Forex course ever. I create Forex companies from scratch and build its structure (Staff and
technical operations).
My personal website: http://samiforex.com

WORKING EXPERIENCE
SmiForex.com
Capital markets Expert
Toronto & Worldwide 2018 up to date.
TV commenter, capital markets analysis Software Developer.
MubasherCafe
Capital markets Consultant
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 2013 - 2017
TV commenter, capital markets analysis.
https://www.youtube.com/user/vipgoldvideos/videos
Century Forex trading
Account manager (FX trading)
Dubai, Al-khaleej centre, UAE 2012 – 2013

Vip Gold & SS Forex
Financial markets’ Consultant
Copenhagen, Denmark 2004 – 2011
Saxo Bank (MIDAS before)
Account manager (FX trading)
Copenhagen, Denmark 2000 – 2001
City Link development
Account manager (FX trading)
Hong Kong 1996 -1998
Dubai Futures limited
Account manager (FX trading)
Dubai, UAE 1995 – 1996

National Arab Bank
Customer relations (FX trading)
Al Khubar and Jeddah city, Saudi Arabia 1993 – 1995
My own financial products:
1I have built up my own trading system and my own forex trading indicator. I have registered it
under my name in UK-Copy rights number 316009, https://www.copyrightservice.co.uk/
2I have 3 financial products in online sale at http://mql5.com , the tools are: The forex financial
indicator which is showing the real dynamical support and resistance levels live on the charts, you
can read more about it in http://yalaforex.com
3Auto trader (Expert Advisor) which is including my own indicator and trading forex instruments
like the currencies and it is set up free by the users, you can find it at: http://ss-systems.com
4Another Auto Trader (Expert Advisor) which is including also my forex indicator but it is trading
the Euro stocks index (ESTXX) instrument only. See the information at http://sami111.com

EDUCATION
-

-

Master in Petroleum Engineering less than 2 years MEA engineering program started in 2004
in DTU (Denmark Technical University) Denmark.
https://graduates.name/danmarks_tekniske_universitet-2003-127
Bachelor of Science in Astronomy graduated 1992 from Saudi Arabia & California USA
(Graduated).
892 (Completed) hours in Aircraft maintenance (Power plant & Air frame) from Oakland,
California USA 1988
Geometrical drawing design (Architecture Design College) 1992 Saudi Arabia.
C++ programming college (DATA Mateka) in Niels Brock College, Denmark in 2001 - 2002.
Skills:
Microsoft office, Meta Trader MT4 products and features, Charting tools and Technical
analysis, Time Series Analysis, Apex, Reuters 3000x, Bloomberg terminal (markets features),
trading algorithms. Meta Trader 4, MAM & MT4 manager. Saxobank Platform.
Languages: Arabic, English, Danish.

Major Projects
I have created investment opportunities in financial markets according to these coming predictions (All are
based on Time Series Analysis in simple way). I have listed them as the following:
(The newer predictions are down of this page): (Last updates 01 Oct 2019)

1- I have announced that the gold spots prices has reached to its max historical top level at $1921 and it will
start to fall down. That was in UAE Albayan news paper in 5th of Sept 2011. The gold prices went down one
week after this announcement. It went sharply down from $1921 to $1595 in one week.
Read the news interview, it is in Arabic: 5 SEPT 2011
http://www.albayan.ae/economy/opinions/2011-09-05-1.1497652
2- Read the important prediction regarding the major fall of the Egyptian stocks market since Dec 2010 until
17 of Jan 2011. Read all the blog subjects:
http://blogs.mubasher.info/node/2671
http://blogs.mubasher.info/node/2654
http://blogs.mubasher.info/node/2648
One of the witnesses on my advise (Arabic but links are not working any more in this blog)
http://blogs.mubasher.info/node/2592
I have documented this coming event in CNBC Arabia in 17 Jan 2011
TV: http://youtu.be/GjDmyA3RKug?list=UUYtzCY66iKrPzmwCctgWxdA
Then the massive drop in CASE30 index has happened due to the political clashes which has been started in
25th of Jan 2011 and kept on. My prediction was 100% accurate.
Plus you can search all my recent articles on Google by my Arabic name:
سامي صيدم
3- My prediction system has predicted the crude oil prices in early 2008 will jump from $89 at that time in my
TV interview was in Feb – 2008 to $150 in gradient during the same year of 2008. I have documented that
announcement on TV interview in CNBC Arabia in Bahrain in 9th of Feb. 2008 at 15:30 The prediction was
exact and the crude oil prices have reached to $149.6 during the same year of 2008. See the TV interview in
YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bqp175I3oI&list=UUYtzCY66iKrPzmwCctgWxdA&feature=share&index=4
8
4- In summer 2005, I have predicted the Natural Gas prices are going to spike up soon from $9 to $12 during
very coming short period of time; I bought huge number of Natural Gas contracts through Saxo Bank in
Denmark before 10 days of the predicted event. After few days, the hurricane Katrina has formed in stronger
category up to 6 before the weekend, I have celebrated my birth day with Saxo bank staff that Friday closing
day, while Katrina H has hit and destroyed the oil and gas rigs in the Gulf of Mexico. By Monday early morning,
the Natural Gas prices has spiked gap up to $12.65 at the market opening hours and I have gained high profit
over that weekend. It was a fun story in Saxo bank for weeks.
5- The system has predicted that the Dow Jones index will drop sharply late in 2008 from 12,000 points was
level in June 2008 to 6,400 points during few coming months only. The prediction was right and it helped my
clients to avoid major losses in financial markets before the global crises in 2009, I have sent email to Prince
AlWaleed Bin Talal the major Saudi investor in US markets but he has ignored it I believed (CITI group was $32
at my sent email then went to $0.97 in the same year. This study was only documented under newsletters in
yahoo groups RS messages only.
See yahoo blog messages: Look to the date and the DJ levels:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/vip-gold/conversations/topics/591
See also other messages: 581-584-590-591-597
Noting that: Yahoo group messages can’t be edited after being posted, It can be deleted only.
6- Prediction result shows that Saudi Arabian stocks index TASI will have to drop sharply during 2008 from the
9,000 points levels at that time in June 2008 to less than 5,000 points in few months and it did happened. This

study was posted in yahoo group RS messages as well in July 2008. You can view all of the messages in Yahoo
groups since 2003.
Please view and search at Vip-Gold yahoo group messages in: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/vipgold/conversations/topics/598
7- I have made important prediction project in November 2009 (Before Hajj Muslim holly EID), I have alerted
investors in UAE & G.C.C countries to be away from the financial markets before this EID holiday starts
because it is showing sharp drop in G.C.C stocks markets. This drop has happened in December 2009 because
of Dubai deficits announcement. I have announced this warning and documented it in CNBC-Arabia TV
interview in 19 of November 2009 at 09:52 am,
Watch the interview: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqrUT_MmQKA
Another TV interview after the drop: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56xjvOJZ67A
8- Another important but older prediction project has predicted the Gold prices might jump from $1056 to
$1132 during one month, I have announced it by TV interview in CNBC-Arabia on 8 of October 2009, the gold
price was $1056 at that time of the interview; it went to the predicted price of $1132 during one month after
the interview. Also the announcement was linked to Google by Mubasher news & Blogs but (Not working link
now) http://www.mubasher.info/DSM/News/NewsDetails.aspx?NewsID=655470&src=M230
The TV interview still here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OF-gJ_9jP2Y&feature=player_embedded
9- Many TV interviews regarding some predictions for the financial markets during my stay in Dubai, the TV
channels are: Al Arabia TV, Al Eqtisadia Saudi TV, Al Ekhbaria Saudi TV, Cnbc-Arabia TV, Sama Dubai TV, Dubai
TV, Decision makers TV and KSA2 Saudi TV in English France24. All are listed in my YouTube
channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/vipgoldvideos/videos
10- I have converted my trading strategy in Forex trading into (Auto trading program) Expert Advisor auto
trader where it can work on Meta trader 4 trading platform after I have registered the strategy under the UKCopyrights number 316009 on 26 of Feb 2010.
This indicator is for sale and rent on MQL5.com
https://www.mql5.com/en/market/product/11137
The same strategy is converted in to Expert Advisor (Auto Trader) working on MT4 charts
https://www.mql5.com/en/market/product/17912
11- UK copyright registration number: 320492 in 7th of June 2010 with name Sami Saydam national back up
strategy (SSNBS) on Gas and Oil fall prices, this is new strategy made up for the G.C.C. countries to back up the
huge price losses in case of any worse case scenario might stop the production lines for Gas and Crude oil from
the Arabian Gulf.
12- I have predicted on 11 Dec 2014 by strong charting evidences that The EURUSD is going to 1.098 as down
target during year 2015 and the crude oil is going to break the $61 major support level and will go down to
$13 during 3 years and that is giving strong warning to the oil production countries that they will suffer
economically from the low prices for the next 3 years and might take more time to back up their budgets. Also
I have predicted that Dubai main Index for the share markets will end down to 2000 points due to this fall of
oil prices. All was written and posted in Argaam economical blog in 11 Dec 2014:
http://alphabeta.argaam.com/article/detail/96856/
I am the first to announce this drop coming levels in oil prices and sending alerts to G.C.C oil producers’
countries:
http://alphabeta.argaam.com/author/detail/42822

Then CNBC official website at the comments under the Doolittle has foretasted in CNBC in 31 Dec 2014, weeks
after my above article:
http://www.cnbc.com/2014/12/31/oil-at-14-a-barrel-heres-how-it-could-happen.html
13- I have predicted that the Dow Jones DJIA and the US stocks markets will drop quickly on 8 of November
2016 and I have twitted in May 2016 that this will happen because Donald Trump is going to be elected as
president to the United state of America not Hilary Clinton, my prediction has happened while most of the
political analysts have predicted Hilary is going to win!
This twit is in my twitter account/liked @Sami_Saydam
14- Last May 2018, I have predicted the Crypto currencies are going to keep going down in value until the end
of the year and this is what has happened.
I started to document all my predictions on my twitter account @Sami_Saydam under liked twits.
15- I have posted my prediction in Twitter @Sami_Saydam in January 2019 and placed it at my twitter PIN: I
have predicted that the US stocks markets are going to sharply drop for long term correction, it will start from
the end of September 2019 and it will keep dropping for many months. This drop will be harmful and will start
global financial crisis, it will spark a collapse in the financial system including crypto currencies worldwide until
2022.
For further predictions, please follow me in twitter @Sami_Saydam

